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ARTICLES
Adjustment-style: from H. G. Wells to Ali Smith and
the metamodern novel
Ben Masters
School of English, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom
ABSTRACT
The Wells-James debate about the function of the novel has influenced decades
of formalist and humanist criticism that has elevated Henry James as the
quintessential ethical stylist and struggled to come to terms with H.G. Wells’s
literary artistry. This article reevaluates Wells’s early fiction as the work of a
self-conscious stylist who developed a politically and ethically motivated
aesthetic that it calls ’adjustment-style.’ It then highlights Wells’s significance
for a modernist-influenced strand of twenty-first-century writing from which
critical common sense has excluded him as forebear, by reading the
confluences between his work and that of Ali Smith. In doing so it aims to
add nuances to the emergent conceptualisation of the metamodern novel
which, it argues, is characterised by its own forms of adjustment-style. It
contends that a close reading of Smith’s metamodern style makes Wells
more visible in our view of the contemporary novel; just as placing Smith in a
continuum with Wells illuminates her own distinctive style and challenges
many of the familiar novelistic binaries that have been extrapolated from the
Wells-James debate.
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I consider the novel an important and necessary thing indeed in that compli-
cated system of uneasy adjustments and readjustments which is modern civi-
lisation.
–H.G. Wells.
But the structures of what we make are bound to parallel the structures of our
cultures, how we’re living, how we’re thinking. And the ability to perceive and
question and even alter the structures of things is related to and touches on
issues of revelation, question and change in our art forms.1
– Ali Smith
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I. Wells: the splintering frame
This is a piece of speculative criticism. It traces the confluence (not quite
influence) between two seemingly very different writers – H. G. Wells and
Ali Smith. This will require reassessing Wells’s argument with Henry
James about the purpose and value of the novel form, and the legacy of
that debate for the contemporary novel. It is also an essay, to steal Smith’s
own phrase, on how to be both – how to be a teller and a shower; how to
write romances and novels of consciousness; how to be a political writer
and a formalist; how to be a writer of ideas and an ethical stylist; how to
be a postmodernist and a modernist. Maybe it is even an essay, in a more
limited sense, on how to be both Wells and James. The reasons for doing
this are various. They include the necessity of repositioning Wells as a
self-conscious stylist, if not aesthete, for whom style was simultaneously an
ethical and political consideration; and, by elucidating the affinities
between his work and Smith’s, highlighting his importance for a moder-
nist-influenced strand of contemporary writing from which common critical
sense has excluded him as forebear. Less directly, I want to address the biases
and values of the literary academy, which have been so influenced by James’s
side of the debate that Wells’s artistry has often been devalued. And this, in
turn, will involve suggesting that the philosophical distance between Wells
and James isn’t as great as has been insisted upon. Finally, this is an essay
that aims to add nuances to the emergent conceptualisation of the metamo-
dern novel.2 Perhaps unexpectedly, a close reading of Smith’s style can make
Wells more visible in our view of the contemporary novel; and, to come at if
from the other direction, revisioning Wells through the lens of metamodern-
ism might alter our understanding of his own style.
But first we need to go to the year 802,701. When the Time Traveller of
Wells’s first novel, The Time Machine (1895), arrives in the distant future,
one of the things he notices is ‘a colossal figure, carved apparently in some
white stone.’ Like any English person (past, future or present) – especially
one holidaying in his native country – he quickly finds cause to comment
on the weather. He describes how the colossal figure ‘loomed indistinctly
beyond the rhododendrons through the hazy downpour. But all else of the
world was invisible.’ ‘My sensations,’ he continues, ‘would be hard to
describe. As the columns of hail grew thinner, I saw the white figure more
distinctly.’3 The figure is a large stone sphinx sat atop a bronze pedestal, as
depicted on the cover of Heinemann’s first edition. Wells uses the shifting
columns of hail to frame and then reframe this puzzling monument, bringing
it in and out of focus, and establishing that characteristically Wellsian fasci-
nation with shifting vantages. In this moment of perceptual fluctuation the
Time Traveller experiences intimations of the sublime:
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I looked up again at the crouching white shape, and the full temerity of my
voyage came suddenly upon me. What might appear when that hazy curtain
was altogether withdrawn? What might not have happened to me? What if
cruelty had grown into a common passion? What if in this interval the race
had lost its manliness, and had developed into something inhuman, unsympa-
thetic, and overwhelmingly powerful? I might seem some old-world savage
animal, only the more dreadful and disgusting for our common likeness – a
foul creature to be incontinently slain.4
The ‘colossal’ sphinx not only looms large as an overwhelming physical thing
framed by the columns of hail, but through symbolic value becomes a pres-
entation of the unpresentable. The sphinx is a signifier of excess, standing for
everything and nothing all at once. It is both mysterious and uninterpretable,
as well as endlessly expressive and symbolic. It frames the supersensory –
futurity, history, evolution – and fills the vast interval of time that the
Time Traveller has skipped. It is, therefore, both frame and framed.
Rather absurdly it also appears to stand for Jacques Derrida’s postmodern
theories of the sublime. Anachronism is apt, given Wells’s theme of time
travel, and what this scene actually anticipates is Derrida’s reading of Kant
and therefore the Time Traveller’s (and Wells’s) past.5 Derrida’s reading of
Kant elucidates an experiential process that closely corresponds to Wells’s
style of presentation. In The Truth in Painting (1987), Derrida hones in on
Kant’s glancing mention of parergon and ergon in the third Critique,
where parergon is that which supplements or bounds the ergon and acts to
make sense of it: a relationship of frame and framed, outer and inner –
the columns that give a building form, say, or the border around a painting.6
Conventional wisdom would have it that the concept of parergon or frame
has no place in discussions of the sublime; one of the chief distinctions
between the sublime and the beautiful being the boundlessness of the
former. Derrida gestures towards this through his gloss of Kant’s notions
of the ‘colossal’ (see Wells’s ‘colossal figure’) and the ‘column’ (see Wells’s
‘columns of hail’):
when it supports an edifice, the column was… a parergon: a supplement to the
operation, neither work nor outside the work. One can find in the Analytic of
the Sublime a distinction and even an opposition between the column and the
colossal. The column is of average, moderate, measurable, measured size. The
measure of its erection can be taken. In this sense it would not be colossal, the
column.7
For Derrida there is significant potential in the relationship between ‘colos-
sal’ and ‘column’.
The colossal, which is not the prodigious, nor the monstrous, qualifies the
“mere presentation”… of a concept. But not just any concept: the mere pres-
entation of a concept which is “almost too large for any presentation”…A
concept can be too big, almost too big for presentation.
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Colossal… thus qualifies the presentation, the putting on stage or into pres-
ence, the catching-sight, rather, of some thing, but of something which is not a
thing, since it is a concept. And the presentation of this concept inasmuch as it
is not presentable.8
Derrida’s emphasis on ‘almost too big’, flickering between a subjunctive and
indicative frame of mind, is significant. The colossal – which is to say the
almost-sublime – triggers a performance of the sublime (the ‘putting on
stage’, that teasing ‘catching-sight’), so that the colossal too is a kind of
frame – it qualifies the presentation. And thus continues an infinite
regression of qualifications where frame and framed blur, where the ‘thing’
is not quite a thing but a concept, and the concept is a performance, thus
evading any kind of final arrival. The representation of the sublime, then,
is as close as one can get to transcendence for the sublime exists only in
our ability to conceive it and our painful-pleasurable attempts to frame
and contain it. The process of framing the sublime, of surrounding the colos-
sal with columns, is thus qualified by the sublimity of the process itself.
Wells rather innocently using ‘colossal’ and ‘column’ in his descriptions of
the sphinx and the hail, andDerridamakingmuchDerrideanwork of the same
words in The Truth in Painting, is of course nothing more than a suggestive
coincidence. But what it suggests is revealing. For Wells, paradoxical notions
like the presentation of the unpresentable, and the almost possible, might
enable a transformative engagement with reality and the seemingly fixed
frames that constrain it. One of the central pursuits of Wells’s early scientific
romances is a literary form that can present the unpresentable and a style
that can describe the indescribable. The framing and reframing of the colossal
sphinx (as both measurable object and immeasurable concept) through the
columns of hail speaks to an incipient aesthetic that Wells develops through
his early novels; an aesthetic whereby seeming dualities and conflicts can be
turned inside out, swapmeanings and reconstitute one another. This is the aes-
thetic of the ‘splintering frame’, as summarised retrospectively by Wells in his
1934 autobiography, An Experiment in Autobiography:
Throughout [the nineteenth century] character-interest did its best to take the
place of adjustment-interest in fiction. With a certain justice [critics] ascribe
the predominance of individuation to the example of Sir Walter Scott. But
more generally it was a consequence of the prevalent sense of social stability,
and he was not so much a primary influence as an exponent. He was a man of
intensely conservative quality; he accepted, he accepted wilfully, the estab-
lished social values about him; he had hardly a doubt in him of what was
right or wrong, handsome or ungracious, just or mean. He saw events there-
fore as a play of individualities in a rigid frame of values never more to be ques-
tioned or permanently changed. Throughout the broad smooth flow of
nineteenth-century life in Great Britain, the art of fiction floated on this
same assumption of social fixity. The Novel in English was produced in an
atmosphere of security for the entertainment of secure people who liked to
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feel established and safe for good. Its standards were established within that
apparently permanent frame and the criticism of it began to be irritated and
perplexed when, through a new instability, the splintering frame began to
get into the picture.
I suppose for a time I was the outstanding instance among writers of fiction
in English of the frame getting into the picture.9
The splintering frame provides an organising principle (or disorganising
principle) for Wells’s early scientific romances and their pursuit of ‘adjust-
ment-interest’. The imaginative and individualistic side of Wells’s persona
relishes mess and conflict: it is not the novel’s duty to rationalise and tidy,
but to create productive antagonisms and disorder; to force us into contrary
binds and uncertainties; to splinter frames and in doing so upturn bourgeois
convention. But Wells is no slippery postmodernist. The experience of the
splintering frame – and in turn, the sublime (or the ‘almost’ sublime) – is
both an awakening to revolutionary possibility and an act of political
empowerment; it is a vehement counter to the:
persuasion that we were up against essentially immutable institutions. The
prevalent sub-consciousness of the time was not a perception of change but
an illusory feeling of the stability of established things […] There they all felt
and spoke as if they were in an absolutely fixed world.10
The splintering frame, then, demonstrates a mutating rather than fixed
world. It might also adjust and radicalise the individual’s point of view. As
Wells said in an early interview: ‘Stand aside but a little space from the ordin-
ary line of observation, and the relative position of all things changes. There
is a new proportion established. You have the world under a totally different
aspect. There is profit as well as novelty in the change of view.’11
Wells’s political desire to shift the angle of vision and see things anew, and
therefore challenge the seemingly fixed frames that constrain our reality,
becomes an artistic principle too. And yet Wells has had trouble being
taken seriously as an aesthetically thoughtful writer, or, as I want to model
him, an ethical and political stylist. This is partly because of his own best
efforts to sabotage any such reputation. He was so frustrated by Henry
James’s fixation on style – and James’s related criticisms of Wells’s work
on grounds of style and ethics – that in a spirit of defensiveness he would
use words like ‘style’ and ‘method’ and ‘form’ to denote sterility, pedantry
and limit (when he speaks critically of ‘absurd condemnations and exactions
upon matters of method and style’, he likely has James in mind).12 In his
autobiography Wells claims: ‘I was disposed to regard a novel as about as
much an art form as a market place or a boulevard.’13 Repeatedly Wells
denounced the artistic value of the novel in favour of its social and political
potentialities, as if these things are separable. While there are a handful of
important scholarly exceptions, critics have tended to take Wells’s word
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for it which has meant regarding him as an interesting historical figure and
thinker rather than an artist; a writer of ideas, less interested in form than
informing.14
Wells’s infamous tensions with the modernists, particularly James, have
been insurmountable in this regard. I will not rehearse the James-Wells
debate here as it has received abundant commentary,15 though it is worth high-
lighting some of the shorthand oppositions that have coalesced around the
reputations of James and Wells: the novel vs storytelling, art vs journalism,
character vs ideas, ethics vs politics, showing vs telling, realism vs romance,
high vs low, literary vs popular, and so on.16 However, it is important to
note that both James and Wells were preoccupied with the novel as a form
of multi-perspectivalism – for splintering frames swap the famous windows
of James’s House of Fiction (‘The house of fiction has in short not one
window, but a million’).17 It would be wrong to suggest that James’s
windows are fixed frames, antithetical to Wells’s splintering frame – he says
they are ‘pierceable’ and open to the boundless. Nevertheless, they are
unified by the governing (but, crucially, unobtrusive) consciousness of the
author (‘The fine thing about the fictional form to me is that it opens such
widely different windows of attention; but that is just why I like the window
so to frame the play and the process!’)18 This is what gives the ideal novel
form its unity and closure, and this is what James accused Wells of lacking.
In Wells’s work he saw something incomplete and even offered (facetiously,
one presumes) to be his ‘faithful finisher’, if only Wells were willing to
collaborate.19
James conceived of point of view as human-centric – the points of view
of characters and, ultimately, the filtering consciousness of the author – and
disparaged Wells for showing insufficient interest in his own characters and
people as individuals. He wrote to Wells that ‘There are for instance more
kinds of people, I think, in the world – more irreducible kinds – than your
categories meet.’20 Wells, on the other hand, regarded point of view as
structural. It is explicitly political and societal; a reflection or effect of the
social constructs and material conditions that shape reality. This isn’t to
say that James was apolitical on the matter. Indeed, he recognised that
point of view is: ‘created by conditions that are never the same from
man to man (or, so far as that goes, from man to woman)’.21 But for
James the political valences of novelistic point of view are implicit,
whereas for Wells the novel is first and foremost a political form.
Wells felt the novel could (and should) directly engage with questions of
positionality and constructedness in a way that he felt the Jamesian novel
of unity did not.
While both authors’ metaphors (windows vs splintering frames) speak to
the novel’s capacity to conceptualise, render and even deconstruct point of
view, there is a subtext to their remarks that pits the unity of the novel
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and its frames against the exceeding of those frames. Forster did much to
advance this opposition in Aspects of the Novel (1927) where he aligns the
Jamesian novel with ‘rigid pattern’. Forster asks whether Jamesian ‘unity’
can:
be combined with the immense richness of material which life provides? Wells
and James would agree it cannot, Wells would go on to say that life should be
given the preference, and must not be whittled or distended for a pattern’s
sake.22
Of course it depends how one defines life – James wantedWells to have more
of it (‘Where is life in all this, life as I feel it and know it?’),23 and the con-
ventional reading is that Wells favoured theory over life. Nevertheless,
from their remarks we can extrapolate a general conflict: the novel as beau-
tiful versus the novel as sublime.24 This requires a rather forceful and simpli-
fying reading of the fiction itself – there are artful qualities of excess,
disorganisation and self-deconstruction in James’s work, just as it would
be disingenuous to intellectualise all of the excesses in Wells’s work as
somehow purposeful. Nevertheless, in their pronouncements on the novel
form, each writer instinctively gravitates towards traditional notions of the
beautiful (the Jamesian novel of unity) and the sublime (the Wellsian
novel of adjustments).
Perhaps too much has been made of Wells’s and James’s differences, such
that some of their genuine affinities have been overlooked. It is nevertheless
true that the Jamesian conception of the novel – as it emerged from his pre-
faces, essays and exchanges with Wells – has been foundational to how the
literary novel has been approached ever since. Wells has been equally foun-
dational to other novelistic traditions, though the academy has tended to
enshrine James as literary while Wells has been marginalised as a didactic
writer of romances, with all the implicit value judgements that come along
with this. The literary values that James advocates (method, craft, unity,
character, point of view, showing over telling, realism over romance) have
been central to a particular humanistic notion of the novel as moral art
form, which we can trace from Percy Lubbock through to F. R. Leavis,
Lionel Trilling, Wayne C. Booth, Martha Nussbuam and James Wood.
Broadly speaking, theirs is a characterological literary ethics, whereby
empathic and deep engagement with characters – with their psychologies,
emotions and situations – is essential to the novel’s value, as is an indirect
and often baroque treatment of subject matter.25 Wells is bound to fall
shot on these grounds. He has typically been regarded as a powerful
(albeit didactic) thinker, but a fairly artless writer. But there is a strong
ethics of fiction implicit in Wells’s ideas about the novel form such that he
needs re-conceptualising as an ethical and political stylist (a slight tautology,
perhaps, if we consider style as innately ethical and political). Plenty have
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readWells as a political novelist concerned with overt moral issues or themes
(the ethical implications of science, for instance, or relations between the
sexes), but not as a stylist where the style itself is doing the political and
ethical work. One of the tangential claims of this article is that Wells’s
fraught relationship with James and later modernists has affected critical
evaluations of his literary powers ever since. Wells needs reconsidering as
an aesthetically reflexive writer, for whom the ‘splintering frame’ provided
a sophisticated aesthetic stance as well as (or therefore as) a political one.
II. Wells: adjustment-style
Wells’s political desire for ‘adjustment-interest’ marks a formal desire too.
His engagement with the sublime in the scientific romances as both thematic
and aesthetic adjustment is illuminating in this regard. Over and again his
early novels present individuating scenes of sublimity, where his characters
are dwarfed by unthinkable processes and concepts: the Time Traveller hur-
tling through aeons to face the death of the planet; Graham, the eponymous
sleeper of The Sleeper Awakes (1899/1910), overwhelmed by the dramatic
cityscape of London in 2100; the terror of the Martians destroying the
home counties. In a straightforward sense Wells presents sublime experience
in order to complicate notions of stable selfhood, like in The First Men in the
Moon (1901) when Bedford falls through ‘infinite space’. Here the unpresen-
table boundless concept (infinity) is paradoxically framed through the
window of Bedford’s shuttle (what he describes earlier in the novel as a
view through a distorting ‘thick bent glass’).26 As Bedford descends
towards earth, the narrative reads like an anthology of stock sublime symp-
toms: ‘a passion of agonizing existence and fear’, the feeling that he ‘hung as
if… annihilated’.27 The existential conflict between cosmic and earthly van-
tages triggers a ‘growing rupture’:
I saw Bedford rushing down Chancery Lane, hat on the back of his head, coat
tails flying out, en route for his public examination…Me? I saw Bedford that
same evening in the sitting-room of a certain lady…Me? I saw him with that
lady in various attitudes and emotions, – I never felt so detached before…
Me?28
The irreconcilability of quotidian and cosmic vantages leads to ontological
disarray: ‘I had an idea that really I was something quite outside not only
the world, but all worlds, and out of space and time, and that this poor
Bedford was just a peephole through which I looked at life.’29 Not only are
we viewing human existence from a cosmic vantage, and the cosmic
expanse through a small window in a small shuttle, but we are seeing all
of this through the ‘peephole’ that is Bedford’s eyes – from which we and
even Bedford are outside. By inscribing our viewing into the text itself
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through the proliferation of frames, like Bedford we are being alerted to our
own positionality – even our self-discontinuity – and therefore the social
embeddedness and constructedness of point of view.
Similarly, in the scene of crowd hysteria in The Invisible Man, sublime
concept (in this case invisibility) triggers sublime terror:
You must figure the street full of running figures, of doors slamming and fights
for hiding-places. You must figure the tumult suddenly striking on the
unstable equilibrium of old Fletcher’s planks and two chairs, – with cataclys-
mal results. You must figure an appalled couple caught dismally in a swing.
And then the whole tumultuous rush has passed and the Iping street with
its gauds and flags is deserted save for the still raging Unseen, and littered
with coconuts, overthrown canvas screens, and the scattered stock-in-trade
of a sweetstuff stall. Everywhere there is a sound of closing shutters and shoot-
ing bolts, and the only visible humanity is an occasional flitting eye under a
raised eyebrow in the corner of a window pane.30
The reader is individualised, manhandled by those bossy imperatives (‘You
must… You must’), but also repositioned by the adjustments of proportion
and perspective – not least the movement from long-shot to extreme close-
up. (Wells manages his set-pieces like a cinematic auteur, before there was
such a thing, as Keith Williams has so persuasively argued.)31 But it is the
‘flitting eye under a raised eyebrow in the corner of a window pane’ that dis-
tinguishes this passage and gives it its pathos. The eye is us: the human con-
sequence at the edge (or is it the centre?) of the frame.
The sublime in Wells is more than a theme, however, more than just
something experienced by his protagonists in isolated episodes. It becomes
a model for literary affect more generally, such that the macro re-adjust-
ments and repositionings of Wells’s narratives occur in microcosm at sen-
tence-level too. For Wells, to describe the indescribable necessitates what I
want to call adjustment-style.32 I mean adjustment-style in a double sense:
that the novel must respond to new adjustments (new social relations,
modern science, an emergent technological sublime, etc.), but that style
might also adjust us. A closer reading of Wells as stylist, then, is needed.
Wells’s distinctive word choice and linguistic combinations, as well as his
uncanny metaphors and similes, are essential to his adjustment-style. We feel
the ‘pouring tide of night’, hear silence come ‘like a thunderclap’ and the
sound of a cry ‘like some manikin shouting far away’, and we see a
shadow reach out ‘like a finger of the night’.33 Simile enables Wells to
bring the unfamiliar bristling up against the familiar so that the antennae
of monstrous crabs are like ‘carters’ whips’, a Martian hits the ground
‘with a thud like the fall of a great mass of leather’, and a landlady trauma-
tised by the Invisible Man wakes ‘dreaming of huge white heads like turnips,
that came trailing after her at the end of interminable necks, and with vast
black eyes’.34 At sentence-level, Wells’s adjustment-style is built on
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unusual combinations and juxtapositions. He has a knack for unexpected
adjective–noun collocations that refresh our sense of things through their
subtlety as much as their unusualness. The stillness that follows the Martians’
destruction of London becomes a ‘gaunt quiet’; the sun at Pentargen beach
throws out ‘a skirmishing line of gossip’; and the ‘rushing platforms’ of
London in 2100 are ‘spattered with the pale buff of human faces’.35 There
is something slightly off-kilter about these descriptions, as though reality is
being reworked into new formations, presented to us aslant, subtly reconfi-
gured. Wells’s leftfield verbs similarly work to re-angle reality: night follows
day ‘like the flapping of a black wing’; the bright lights of the Sleeper’s
modern metropolis ‘shame’ the sunbeams.36 More shifting is done by the
uncustomary stances of Wells’s prepositions and points of view: much to
first-time readers’ surprise the men are in the moon, not on it, just as one
of those men sees ‘a planet in a downward sky’ (my emphases).37
Wells’s novels are also filled with strange animations that adjust our sense
of the material world: a study doorway ‘[yawns] impenetrably black’; the Ape
Man’s words ‘come out of the lump of mystery opposite’; a ‘dark bank of fog’
‘crouche[s] and shelter[s] from the sunrise’; and, in a sentence that feels pres-
cient of J.G. Ballard, ‘It was as if that mighty desert of houses had found a
voice for its fear and solitude’.38 Such writing requires not only an eye that
recognises the unusual and fine distinction, but an eye that offers re-vision
too. Moreover, metaphor and simile become sense-making devices. In
Wells’s writing they are attempts to make sense of the incomprehensible,
and therefore enact a working through of the kind of paradoxical binds
that animate his stories. They are also devices for building new senses in
the reader, such that literary affect has material affect – Wells’s devices
impinge on us, repositioning us from one vantage to another. From this
we can begin to trace a more phenomenological approach to the ethical
and political instead of a propositional one – i.e. the sense that a novel’s
ethical and/or political value lies in its sensibility, as embodied by its form,
which cannot be reduced to propositional statements of good/bad, right/
wrong, or political programme, but can only be felt through the very encoun-
tering of that form. Wells’s agitatory politics in the early novels are not
dependent on the kinds of didactic bluntness he has become associated
with, but rather on an affective notion of how novels prompt ethico-political
experience.
However, James’s remark that Wells, in ‘diluted transmission’ from
Tolstoy, demonstrates a ‘disconnexion of method from matter’ suggests the
opposite.39 James’s sense has stuck and many of Wells’s own comments do
little to support my argument here. His rather literal and reductive remarks
on themorality of the novel form (indicative of propositional rather than phe-
nomenological thinking) are far less interesting than the experience of
reading the scientific romances themselves. This is especially apparent in
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Experiment in Autobiography, where the elder writer seems to have lost touch
with what made the younger writer’s work so powerful. He rejects his early
work of the eighteen-nineties as ‘pseudo-scientific stories’ in contrast to the
social novels that he mostly wrote in the twentieth century:
I set out to write novels, as distinguished from those pseudo-scientific stories
in which imaginative experience rather than personal conduct was the matter
in hand, on the assumption that problems of adjustment were the essential
matter for novel-writing.40
In his commentsWells suggests that morality is macro; it inheres in authorial
statement and in the conduct of characters. But the powerful ethical affect of
his scientific romances comes precisely from the ‘imaginative experience’
enacted at sentence-level. Wellsian adjustment-style as I have characterised
it is very different from the moral adjustments Wells is referring to in his
autobiography (but then style often knows more than the author does).
Wells’s adjustment-style is co-ordinated by the interplay of an overarching
cerebral frame (the ideas on science, politics and social organisation, for
example) and a sentence-level interior (the affective details and particulari-
ties that offer a new kind of perception) that simultaneously challenges
and produces these larger frames. Macro frames and micro details work in
conjunction, so that the content and the form keep each other honest: the
cerebral frame, which is bound up with Wells’s ideas (which are in fact
powerfully ambivalent and oftentimes conflicted in the earlier stories) is
kept honest by the life-giving details which are too particular and idiosyn-
cratic to be dogmatic; just as the sentence-level details and poetic quirks
are kept from mere impressionism by the tightening effect of the cerebral,
theoretical frame.
While Wells’s adjustment-style is fundamentally concerned with challen-
ging bourgeois conventions and conservative morality, it is also reflective of a
distrust of literary form. Adjustment-style is a counteraction against the gen-
erality and dogma of form – what Wells thinks, rather unfairly, is implicit in
James’ pronouncements on craft, technique and rightness.41 Wells sees Jame-
sian high literary form as restriction. He bristles at the notions of rightness
and propriety that he finds in James’s remarks and those of other modernists
towards him (there are of course all sorts of class tensions underlying their
back-and-forths too). James himself told Wells that he wished to ‘re-
compose’ his work ‘in the light of my own high sense of propriety.’42 Inde-
corum therefore assumes class as well as more general political resonances in
Wells’s aesthetic. His thematic preoccupation with the large-scale social, pol-
itical and intellectual upheavals of his day is bound up with the breaking of
formal, literary etiquette. If decorum depends on an established sense of
rightness, on what William Kurtz Wimsatt and Cleanth Brooks call ‘a
relation of knowability’, then Wells is grappling with new relations of
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knowability, or even unknowability – consequences of the scientific, political
and intellectual ruptures that he felt James’s novels were fatally uninterested
in.43 Adjustment-style becomes a way of thinking through these new
relations and adjustments.
Wells, then, is trying to break the novel form rather than enshrine it. His
willingness to risk stylistic indecorum is both an acknowledgment of the
messiness and unknowability of sublime experience and a challenge
against the unity and boundedness of what he sees as a conservative
beauty. This forms the grounds for a literary style that aligns with Wells’s
frame of mind, allowing him to risk the kinds of uncertainty and ambiva-
lence that animate his younger thinking. The scientific romances speak to
a conception of the novel as a thinking through rather than knowledge
itself (and in this sense Wells comes much closer to James than he might
allow); they are also, therefore, potentially radical and empowering.
I want to end my discussion of Wells by briefly alluding to Jean-François
Lyotard’s ideas about modernist and postmodern stances on the sublime. For
Lyotard, modernism ‘allows the unpresentable to be put forward only as the
missing contents; but the form, because of its recognisable consistency, con-
tinues to offer the reader or viewer matter for solace and pleasure’. Postmo-
dernism, on the other hand, ‘puts forward the unpresentable in presentation
itself; that which denies itself the solace of good forms’.44 Wells’s splintering
frame resonates with Lyotard’s concept of a postmodern relationship to the
sublime. Wells was not interested in unified form or, therefore, the kinds of
solace that (according to Lyotard) modernist form might provide. Wells was
content with untidied mess and unresolved tension – the kinds of affect that
might agitate political transformation. However, Wells was not sceptical of
telos and was no relativist (though he was of course alive to how things
can be viewed differently depending on one’s angle). Wells was an idealist
who fundamentally believed in the sociality of the novel – i.e. its capacity
for engaging and moving others. He therefore oscillates somewhere
between stances we might associate with postmodernism on the one hand,
and modernism on the other.
III. Smith: beyond the frame
It is tempting to associate Wells’s splintering frame and adjustment-interest
(what I am synthesising under the term adjustment-style), with an anticipat-
ory postmodernism. After all, he in large part defined these notions in oppo-
sition to James’s incipient modernism. Wells’s conception of the novel as
deconstructive, his self-consciousness about narration and his investment
in metanarratives, and the blending of romance and social realism that we
find in the scientific romances, all feel proto-postmodern. Tellingly, one of
the godfathers of postmodernism, Borges, was a Wells devotee: ‘I think
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[Wells’s early stories] will be incorporated, like the fables of Theseus or Aha-
suerus, into the general memory of the species and even transcend the fame
of their creator or the extinction of the language in which they were
written.’45 However, it has largely been overlooked how Wells’s adjust-
ment-style resonated with an important lineage of literary stylists that
stretches beyond the era of high modernism. Vladimir Nabokov, perhaps
the quintessential post-war aesthete and self-proclaimed nemesis of what
he called the ‘issues novel’ (what some might think of precisely as the later
Wellsian novel), called Wells ‘a great artist’ and ‘a writer for whom I have
the greatest admiration’.46 Like Wells, Nabokov manipulates framing
devices in order to complicate moral positions and stable subjectivities;
and the blending of romance and realism is integral to this. William
Golding, who consumed Wells’s stories as a child, evolves his own adjust-
ment-style in his novels of the 1950s. Lord of the Flies (1954), The Inheritors
(1955) and Pincher Martin (1956) all end with chapters that radically shift the
narratorial point of view in order to splinter the interpretative frame; and
Golding’s writing more generally displays a poetic commitment to defami-
liarisation that recalls Wells’s adjustment-style. (John Carey, in his biography
of Golding, draws connections between several of Wells’s fictions and Gold-
ing’s, implying a strong influence.)47 Ballard, who championed Wells’s work,
shares his preoccupation with the uncanny and liminal, while deploying an
extrapolative logic like Wells’s that takes possibilities (social, political, eco-
logical) to their extremes. And Margaret Atwood has expressed admiration
for Wells’s powers of symbolism and his use of ‘a plain, forthright style in
the service of incredible events’, as well as the folkloric reach of his stories
– qualities that have contributed to her own status as a political and visionary
writer.48 While these writers are of course distinct from one another, their
work suggests stylistic trajectories for the novel that are in fact anticipated
by Wells’s maligned half of the James-Wells debate.
This feels important to point out because Wells’s aesthetic impact on the
modern novel has been marginalised by Jamesian values that are not only
fundamental to how the literary novel has been conceptualised, defended,
rarefied and even taught, but that found some of their most memorable for-
mulations in direct dialogue and disagreement with Wells. Wells’s adversar-
ial relationship with the modernists after James, and his own self-deprecating
comments about being a journalist as opposed to an artist, have only made it
less likely for his work to be valued on literary grounds. Virginia Woolf’s
opinion, for instance, that Wells was ‘entirely without poetry’49 and her dis-
missal of his fiction along with Arnold Bennett and John Galsworthy in ‘Mr
Bennett and Mrs Brown’ (1923) and ‘Character in Fiction’ (1924) has surely
shaped attitudes towards Wells within the literary academy.
The pronounced return to modernist preoccupations (formal and philo-
sophical) in twenty-first-century fiction, might only seem likely to elevate
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James’s positions and relegate Wells’s further. As several critics, including
David James and Urmila Seshagiri, have argued, contemporary writers
increasingly ‘reassess and remobilize narratives of modernism’ – a tendency
that has been related to the emergent phenomenon of metamodernism.50
Whereas Tomtheus Vermeulen and Robin van den Akker in their influential
‘Notes on Metamodernism’ (which applies metamodernism to arts and
culture in general) figure metamodernism as ‘another modernism’ that oscil-
lates between the modern and the postmodern, James and Seshagiri (in refer-
ence specifically to literature) describe a literary reconnection to modernism
that attends a growing sense of the limitations of postmodernism.51 Metamo-
dern fiction ‘highlight[s] the stakes of modernism’s presence for contempor-
ary writers as both a moment and a movement, as an era with which they
imaginatively reconnect and as an ethos that they formally refine.’52 And
yet during this time of modernist returns, the writerly influence of Wells,
that great target of the modernist pioneers, has only become more visible.
Using the fiction of David Mitchell as evidence, Phillip E. Wegner argues
that Wells’s half of the James-Wells debate has moved closer to the literary
centre through the renewal and transformation of romance in contemporary
literature.53 This is in part an effect of the important influence postmodern-
ism had on evaluative distinctions between the so-called ‘literary’ and more
defined genres like science fiction and romance. But surely also the ideologi-
cal oppositions that have been derived fromWells and James have weakened,
and this is indicative of a shift in how we conceive not only literary value but
the political and ethical dimensions of the novel form. One key argument of
the rest of this article is that metamodern fiction, though not self-consciously
so, presents an oscillation between Wellsian and Jamesian positions (or at
least the positions assigned to them), such that we need to re-measure the
distance placed between. Wells’s faith in style as political and ethical affect,
as a form of adjustment-interest, is shared by a breadth of twenty-first-
century writers in whose work we see Wellsian and Jamesian positions cor-
recting each other’s extremes. Revisiting Wells and the influence James had
on his own self-definition as a writer might therefore help us better under-
stand important trends in contemporary fiction, just as some of the critical
ideas coalescing around metamodernism might bring Wells’s work into a
new focus, highlighting affinities between his early fictions and the contem-
porary literary novel.
Wells has found a surprising advocate in one of the most quintessential
metamodern writers, Ali Smith, who I will be focusing on for the rest of
this essay. Smith’s modernist and postmodern inheritances form a major
discussion point in early scholarship on her work. As Monica Germana
and Emily Horton, the editors of the first collection of critical essays on
Smith, explain:
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This tension between Modernist and postmodernist influences and identifi-
cations throughout Smith’s work constitutes a central strand of discussion
in this book, as contributors take their own views on what best describes
Smith’s expansive literary heritage. … Nevertheless, on the whole, these col-
lected essays tend to challenge Smith’s postmodern designation, highlighting
her concern with ethics and notions of authenticity and materiality as extend-
ing her work beyond the dominant scepticism in the postmodern era, and
positioning it in some ways as an extension of Modernism.54
The difficulty of assigning Smith as either postmodern or modernist largely
proves Smith’s own rejection of such categories, and she would perhaps
baulk at the label metamodern too, though it indicates a tellingly broad –
maybe even splintering – category. What I want to focus on here is the
seeming consensus that Smith is a writer who belongs most comfortably
in a modernist tradition (though critics are now starting to identify her as
an example of the metamodern).55 Smith herself has acknowledged that
her affinities with ‘the more aesthetically experimental writers alive at the
same time as [Wells] about whom and by whom, because of the way my
life had taken its shape, I happened to have read much more’ are much
more apparent.56
Smith’s commitment to characterological interiority (particularly her
idiosyncratic experiments with stream of consciousness and free indirect
style), her impressionistic formalism, and her belief in the novel as a
moral form, place her more obviously in the company of Wells’s moder-
nist adversaries. And yet in recent years Wells has become an important
figure in Smith’s thinking on the novel. Her 2015 PEN Lecture takes
Wells as its central subject, and champions not only his political values
but his artistic vitality too. Smith even defends Wells against Woolf’s
disparaging remarks:
His works are psychologically interesting and complex, always equivocating,
often dealing with the split states we all deal with every day – sometimes on
a larger symbolic level…
But Woolf does him a disservice in her famous essay Character in Fiction…
Has she forgotten those earlier novels, or overlooked the darkness in his
socio-realism? I can’t believe here that Woolf’s read anything but his worst,
least-defining works, or hasn’t been blinded by the social and political presence
of the public man himself; it seems to me that he is existentialist through and
through.57
Smith recognises that while Wells might not do character in any Woolfian or
more generally modernist sense, he is doing ‘interesting and complex’ things
with character ona symbolic level,which resonateswithoneofWells’smain con-
tentionswith James: that ‘theNovel was not necessarily, as [James] assumed, this
real through and through and absolutely true treatment of people more living
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than life. Itmight bemore and less than that and still be a novel.’58 Indeed, Smith
appreciates Wells’s engagement with the ‘split states we all deal with every day’,
whichfitswith the anti-binary, anti-categorical thinking of her ownwork.As she
goes on to say: ‘He’s never just one thing, though, Wells’.59
Upon closer reflection there are some striking similarities between
Smith and Wells’s fiction. Absolutely central to both is the outsider
figure. Outsiders serve important structural and ethical roles in their
novels, triggering narrative adjustments and disrupting hegemonies.
Astrid in The Accidental (2005), Magnus in There but for the (2011),
the narrator’s ghost in Artful (2012), Wells’s invisible man (and Marvel,
the homeless man who he coerces into assisting him), the out-of-their-
element Martians in War of the Worlds (1898), the angel of The Wonder-
ful Visit (1895), even the Time Traveller dislocated in time – these char-
acters come from outside the normative frame and in doing so shift the
angle of vision; they demand perceptual, even ethical and political, re-
adjustments of the people and societies they encounter, as well as of the
reader. Smith even strikes upon similar metaphors of frames and edges
to describe art as a kind of re-adjustment. In How to be Both (2014)
one of her narrators says:
I like very much a foot, say, or a hand, coming over the edge and over the
frame into the world beyond the picture, cause a picture is a real thing in
the world and this shift is a marker of this reality … But these are mere
mundane pleasures […] beside the thing that happens when the life of the
picture itself steps beyond the frame.
Cause then it does 2 opposing things at once.
The one is, it lets the world be seen and understood.
The other is, it unchains the eyes and the lives of those who see it and gives
them a moment of freedom from its world and from their world both.60
There are obvious shared political and ethical commitments behind Wells’s
metaphor of the splintering frame and the ‘beyond the frame’ that Smith
speaks of here. They challenge fixity and put things in new proportions,
but they also implicitly equate the novel form with vision: in Smith’s descrip-
tion the eyes are ‘unchained’, while Wells looks for ‘profit’ in a ‘change of
view’. In her Wells lecture, Smith says:
writers… can’t not be political simply by dint of being human and being citi-
zens. This does not mean that written works will be propagandist. But it means
written works have eyes. They’re able to see, and reveal what they see. They’re
able to watch. The word Saramago favours is observe.61
Smith’s use of ‘propagandist’ here alludes to one of the most common objec-
tions to Wells’s work: the novel as instrument. Certainly James criticised
Wells for the insertion of authorial opinions into his novels. But bound up
with Smith’s comments on an ethico-political commitment to seeing the
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world anew is an analysis of the ‘how’ of representation. In Smith’s thinking,
stylistic choices, whether consciously or not, are the expression of political
and ethical priorities, such that the novel becomes a unique form of
ethical enquiry. This is something that Wells indirectly acknowledges
himself in his essay ‘The Contemporary Novel’ (1911) where he writes:
‘The novel has inseparable moral consequences.’62 I say all of this not to
establish anything like direct influence (Smith only appears to have seriously
readWells around the time of her PEN lecture). I simply want to suggest that
both Smith and Wells, like James in his own way, are interested in the novel
as a unique apparatus for distinctive ways of thinking and knowing; and that
Wells, like James, has profound things to offer in this regard.
Smith’s own advocacy of style finds its most resounding expression in a
2012 paper delivered at the Edinburgh World Writers’ Conference, later
printed in the Guardian, where her many definitions of style, taken in total-
ity, express a faith in style as an opening out, an engine of possibility. Both
Smith and Wells regard the novel as an open form (hence splintering and
breaking the frame) rather than the perfect enclosed thing. Wells wanted
‘a return towards a laxer, more spacious form of novel-writing’, ‘a return
to the lax freedom of form, the rambling discursiveness, the right to roam,
of the earlier English novel’, and Smith argues that ‘all we need to do,
reader or writer, from first line to final page, is be as open as a book.’63 It
is this stylistic openness – even messiness – that gives them the kinds of intel-
lectual manoeuvrability that suit their political and ethical visions.
While I am establishing confluences between Smith and Wells’s work
more than influence, it is fair to say that Smith’s reading of Wells coincides
with an important turn in her career. Her deep-read of Wells for the 2015
PEN lecture, encountering him in breadth for the first time (focussing
largely on the early scientific romances), coincided with the commencement
of her seasonal quartet – Autumn (2016), Winter (2017), Spring (2019),
Summer (2020). If Smith’s earlier novels bear an indirect affinity with
some of Wells’s ideas about novelistic form, the seasonal quartet is much
more directly suggestive of his work. To take just one example, invisibility
is a recurring theme in the seasonal novels which continue the modern
gothic sensibility of her prior work (which itself recalls Wellsian uncanni-
ness).64 Smith has said that The Invisible Man is her favourite of Wells’s
novels, and in the PEN lecture she remarks:
I have already myself been marvelling at the way in which Wells has pre-found
a vehicle or device for expression for all the outcasts, all the people and peoples
who feel or are rendered invisible.65
Invisibility becomes a powerful metaphor and metonymy in the quartet.
There is the invisibility of those rejected by the system or deemed other
(an essential focus in Spring);66 the ‘invisible life’ that exists beyond
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conventional points of view (in Spring Florence talks of the ‘invisible life’ in a
puddle, which reminds one of the famous opening passage to The War of the
Worlds);67 and the disembodied head that follows Sophia Cleves in Winter,
which feels like an iteration of the optical dismemberments of the Invisible
Man. Even the homeless man who has his boots stolen in Summer evokes
Marvel, the homeless man in The Invisible Man who frets over his stolen
boots. Smith directly alludes to Wells at one point: the ‘ghost brother’ in
Summer, who lost his voice in Dachau, is arrested by the Nazis, we learn,
for having forbidden books in his satchel, including The War of the
Worlds (‘they hate the stories of the bacterias that will kill invaders’).68
What is clear from Smith’s PEN lecture is how Wells represents political
artistry for her (and this includes the affect of his gothic tropes). On the
surface Smith’s seasonal novels are her most explicitly political, written to
keep up with current affairs. With their newsy agenda (they allude to
Brexit, Trump, fake news, environmental disaster, refugee crises, Covid-
19) they are invested in everyday politics in a way that might make us
think of the public-Wells who advocated for the novel as political interven-
tion – the Wells who has been associated with the ‘issues’ novel or the novel
of ideas. A recognisable Wellsian strategy in this vein, also very much appar-
ent in Smith’s seasonal novels, is the setting up of debates between characters
who are mouth-pieces for particular ideas. But one of the arguments I have
been making in this essay is that Wells isn’t just a political-ideas writer who
saw the novel as an instrument for debating practical politics or, at the more
didactic end of the spectrum, the promulgation of political programmes –
the kind of designation that has led to Wells’s subtler artistry being too
easily dismissed. The early scientific romances certainly contain characters
emblematic of defined points of view, but their dogma is kept in check by
the adjustments of the narratives’ multiple frames – by the narratives’ plur-
alistic ways of knowing – that prevent views from settling into totalising
knowledge. Ever resistant to the tyranny of perfect unified form, Wells’s
early novels perform their own internal self-adjustments, establishing a
back-and-forth dynamic of self-deconstruction and reconstruction, where
the two forces keep one another honest.
Something similar takes place in Smith’s seasonal novels. Their narratives
oscillate between short abstract, figurative sections (a kind of riff, usually
just a few pages long, more experimental in nature, that breaks up the
‘main’ narrative) and the ‘main’ sustained narrative which is closer to
realism and more obviously follows a plot and develops characters. The
former are positioned as frame narratives (which Wells commonly used
himself) but on closer inspection it is not clear which element is framing
which. Both are required to make sense of the other; and rather than function-
ing as an alternating dynamic (first abstract riff, then conventional story
chapter), they merge via imagery, pattern, motifs, and resonances. This
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approach is apparent in all of Smith’s novels, but it is especially crucial in the
seasonal novels as a way of keeping their treatment of recognisable current
affairs adaptive and alive. The figurative and romantic (indeed often gothic)
tropes infiltrate the main story, just as the abstract framing riffs sometimes
make the more intimate connections to real-world political particularities.
Story becomes commentary and commentary becomes story, just as
showing and telling are largely indistinguishable from one another. Moreover,
the novels’ cerebral frames (such as the didactic commentary of characters,
direct allusions to real-world politics, and implied-authorial judgements) are
probed at sentence-level where anything that might seem like a set position
is agitated by Smith’s restlessly curious style. We see this in her language
choice and persistent wordplay. Smith loves puns that probe and enquire,
that are sensitive to, and revelatory of, odd conjunctions and alternatives.
They represent life to the side, so that the pun becomes a kind of illuminating
happenstance that splinters the frame of singular expression in order to
let alternative meanings in. Even Smith’s grammar is pre-occupied with mul-
tiplying our frames of reference. Her sentences proliferate with subclauses and
parentheses and colons and co-ordinating words like ‘but’, ‘or’, ‘so’ and ‘if’,
each one a signpost to a modifying direction of thought. Smith’s grammar
embodies particular ways of seeing and thinking (qualification, hesitation,
adjustment, intensification, accumulation), a style of surmise that is wired
for ways of knowing rather than knowledge itself.69
Style, then, is the excess that overflows the frame. In Winter, Sophia walks
around a Barbara Hepworth sculpture (which turns out to play an important
plot role in connecting the four novels), and Smith writes: ‘It makes you walk
round it, it makes you look through it from different sides, see different things
from different positions. It’s also like seeing inside and outside something at
once.’70 Inner and outer, like parergon and ergon in Derrida’s reading of
the Kantian sublime, are interchangeable, just as the cerebral macro structures
and sentence-level interiors of Smith’s narratives are constitutive of each other.
Once again, they keep one another honest. As Sophia observes the sculpture,
Smith seems to be describing her own ideal. Her writing abounds with refer-
ences to ‘different sides’ and frames and edges (she affords a whole section of
Artful to the latter), and they remain a constant presence in the seasonal
quartet.While the splinterable or traversable frame affords Smithmetafictional
opportunities to theorise her novels’ affect from within, she rarely does this to
undermine or ironise her characters’ subjectivities or to stave off sentiment
and emotion like a metafiction-obsessed postmodernist. Smith’s fiction
longs for and indeed glimpses qualities of authenticity, the real, deeper
meaning – notions that postmodernism has taught us to be sceptical of – in
a way that is characteristically metamodern.
To give an example, in Summer Art and Charlotte (first encountered in
Winter) have another talking-heads debate of the kind we might associate
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with the ‘issues novel’, only the issues here are aesthetic ones. Art wants
Charlotte to participate in an expressive give-and-take where each day
they will describe something they have seen and then write an account of
the other person’s experience. ‘Like giving a gift out to the rest of the
world from our own isolation every day,’ as Art describes it.71 For Art this
marks a ‘determination to connect through [writing] with others and let
them connect with me and you… ’72 Art presents a social conception of
art – art as taking an active, civic role in the world – while Charlotte
adopts a formalist, art-for-art’s sake, isolationist position:
Except, she says. That art lower case a isn’t ever about helping anyone.
Oh really? he says. Who amputated your ethos?
What art does is, it exists, Charlotte says. And then because we encoun-
ter it, we remember we exist too. And that one day we won’t.73
One could argue that Art takes a Wellsian view of literature and Charlotte
a Jamesian one. Art certainly sounds like Wells responding to James when
he laments Charlotte’s lofty pretensions: ‘How about you tell me again one
more time in our lives, like I’m not allowed to know for myself or decide,
and you’re the only authority, what art lower case a is about then?’74 And
Charlotte offers up a good deal of Jamesian loftiness: ‘Art lower case a, she
says, is, is, it’s uh about the moment you’re met by and so changed by
something you encounter that it uh takes you both into and beyond your-
self, gives you back your senses. It’s a, shock that brings us back to our-
selves.’75 However, they both sound like Wells (Art bemoaning
Charlotte’s exclusivity and restrictedness; Charlotte basically describing a
kind of adjustment-style); and they both sound a bit like James (Charlotte
describing the modernist shock of the new; Art defining art as a ‘coming-
to-terms’ with the ineffable: ‘here I was, thinking wrongly all along that art
lower case a was something to do with coming to terms with and under-
standing all the things we can’t say or explain or articulate with help
from something which we know will help us feel and think then articulate
those things.’)76 That’s not to say that Smith has Wells and James in mind
here, but that her own peculiar style of metamodernism arrives at some-
thing of a synthesis of Wellsian and Jamesian positions precisely because
it is wary of extremes. It is as though Smith’s style balances Jamesian
and Wellsian sensibilities, such that they are engaged in an ongoing adjust-
ment of one another. Hence we might replace Vermeulen and van den
Akker’s defining metamodern dynamic – oscillation – with adjustment.
IV. Smith & wells: style as a compensatory absolute
Following her debate with Art, Charlotte glimpses transcendence in the form
of love: ‘She fills with love for everything and everybody, every single human
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being, young, old, all of them… She cries with love for Art.’77 Smith doesn’t
exactly fix her splintering frames with moralising or sentimental solutions –
Charlotte’s intimation of love comes with a dose of irony (for one there is the
art/Art pun to contend with, the pendulum swinging here into postmodern
range) and remains unresolved (she still feels alone) – but there is a sense of
connection at least. Connection is hungered for and embodied by the ideal
work of art, not deconstructed or belittled. In Smith’s thinking (and here
we sense a different kind of temperament from Wells’s) style is a gesture
of love; it is a gift. In ‘Style vs. Content’ she quotes Alain Badiou:
At the most minimal level, people in love put their trust in difference rather
than being suspicious of it. Reactionaries are always suspicious of difference
in the name of identity… if we, on the contrary, want to open ourselves up
to difference and its implications, so the collective can become the whole
world, then the defence of love becomes one point individuals have to practice.
The identity cult of repetition must be challenged by love of what is different, is
unique, is unrepeatable, unstable and foreign.78
Badiou’s thinking is preoccupied with singularities – how they rupture our
existing sets and frames for delimiting things, how we account for them,
how we adjust to them – and here this is analogous to the challenge of
love. Love, in Badiou’s terms, requires openness and perseverance, respect
for that which is ‘different, is unique, is unrepeatable, unstable and
foreign’. Smith remarks that ‘what Badiou says here about love could also
be a working definition of the powers and gifts of literary style’.79
The experience of reading Smith’s novels is one of repeated self-adjust-
ments, from feelings of identification to feelings of discontinuity and differ-
ence, such that her work can somehow make one feel both connected and
foreign. The shifting frames of reference, the jumping points of view, the gra-
dations and modifications of realism, the multivalent language, the stylistic
idiosyncrasies – all of these elements of Smith’s adjustment-style make the
reader unavoidably aware of their own positionality, which turns out to be
in flux, the result of ongoing negotiations. The frame cannot be fixed,
which is how Smith wants it. But it also isn’t broken. Like the ideal novelistic
form, it is meant to be open. Which brings me back to the sublime paradox of
framing the unframeable. For Vermeulen and van den Akker this is at the
heart of the metamodern: ‘Metamodernism moves for the sake of moving,
attempts in spite of its inevitable failure; it seeks forever for a truth that it
never expects to find.’80 Whereas modernism might be fanatical in the
pursuit of truth and postmodernism might disavow it outright (instead
finding recursion and infinite regression in place of transcendence), for
Smith the ‘inevitable failure’ is a worthwhile truth in itself. Her adjust-
ment-style embraces the quirks and excesses that rigid frames exclude, in
order to present them as their own authentic truths. And this is a kind of
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love – open, adjustable, hospitable. While not necessarily being a universal or
transcendental value of the sort that a Romantic sublime might attain, love,
which for Smith is a synonym of ideal style, is connection. That the attempt
to frame the unframeable is bound to failure is not for Smith a cause for
negative affect like despair, apathy, submission or even cynicism. The
attempt is the point and principled failure becomes an ethical gesture in
Smith’s work. It represents authenticity and honesty. As Daniel Lea has
argued: ‘Smith continuously exploits the instability of language and the
deferral of fixity and yet never once abandons the idea of love as an irredu-
cible absolute.’81 I would go one step further and say that style – if style is a
form of love – has become a compensatory (not-quite) absolute: partial, con-
tingent and authentic. While style, and the sociality that it implies, attempts
to plug the gap left by failed transcendence, it is never quite transcendent nor
absolute precisely because it is rooted in difference and otherness, values that
it preserves from erasure.82
While I am suggesting that the oscillations between idealism and scepti-
cism, conviction and evasiveness, sentiment and irony, and the adjustments
these prompt, reveal a metamodern way of thinking, I am not suggesting that
this is exclusive to metamodernism or the contemporary. In fact this style of
thinking has something of the trial-and-error ethic of Wells’s early thinking,
as if partaking in the truth he located over one hundred years earlier in
dynamics of striving, failure and paradox. Wells professed profound disbelief
in notions of absoluteness, and his self-consciously paradoxical attempts to
frame the sublime avoid the transcendence of an Hegelian apotheosis or a
Romantic reconciliation of noumena and phenomena, or even the
‘oneness’ of a transcendental literary form that he mocks James for in his
satirical novel, Boon (‘But James begins by taking it for granted that a
novel is a work of art that must be judged by its oneness’).83 For the
young Wells, at least, the universe comprises infinite unique realities (‘All
being is unique’),84 and absolutes and categorisations are mere delusional
(though also convenient) approximations, as necessitated by the limits of
the human mind:
But our Instrument, our process of thinking, like a drawing before the discov-
ery of perspective, appears to have difficulties with the third dimension,
appears capable only of dealing with or reasoning about ideas by projecting
them upon the same plane.85
What Wells saw as an erroneous habit of forcing infinite differences into
restrictive categories (‘the fallacy of classification in what is… a universe
of uniques’)86 is revealed to us in sublimity. Wells’s analogy of the
common noun illustrates this:
the common noun is really the verbal link of a more or less arbitrarily deter-
mined group of uniques. When we take the term distributively the boundaries
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grow suddenly vague. … everything passes into everything else by “insensible
gradations”.87
The human mind is locked in a sublime process, seeking to bound the
boundless in its interactions with countless uniques, such that the ‘bound-
aries’ become necessarily ‘vague’. The irreconcilability of our limited
mental capacity and the infinite uniques of reality causes the Instrument
(i.e. our reasoning faculty, or, in my argument, the novel form) to fail:
‘Insist upon a flat agreement between the two, and there you are! The Instru-
ment fails.’88 This is why in contrast to a transcendental sublimity Wells
clings to the idea of a ‘splintering’ frame. Splintering foregrounds the
frame as an obtrusive presence (it is there, unrepaired, for all to see), and
creates a porous margin that might allow both entry from without and
escape from within. It also ensures that we cannot forget the material con-
ditions that frame any notion of truth in the first place, precisely because
the frame gets into the picture.
Wells and Smith share a revolutionary sense of the sublime. For both
writers the inevitable failure of our attempts to frame sublime experience
is both political and ethical. It is a kind of keeping honest. Their adjust-
ment-styles are geared towards keeping ideas alive and adaptable and there-
fore provide a self-corrective against the dogma of form. However, whereas
for Wells value lies in recognising the adaptability of the frame so that we
might affect social and political change, the adjustment for Smith is more
internal, more personal. It involves a re-examination of our relationship to
otherness and an easing of the boundary between self and other. What dis-
tinguishes Smith’s adjustment-style quite sharply from Wells’s is how it
serves the representation and exploration of character; more specifically
how it renders consciousness – precisely the kind of ethical preoccupation
that James felt was lacking in Wells’s work. Smith’s style, as I have suggested,
is configured by qualifications, accumulations, unpackings, digressions and
voltas, which suggest a Jamesian hypotactical way of thinking. But in
Smith we find a much rougher interplay between authorial and charactero-
logical points of view than we would expect to find in James or indeed in
modernist literature more generally. Her novels’ multi-perspectivalism
seem to be more about shifting angles of vision than faithfully representing
or evaluating the consciousness of another. In fact, one could easily imagine
James accusing Smith of sloppiness and lack of control, just as he did Wells.
But a certain degree of formal messiness is crucial to Smith and Wells’s con-
ception of the open and adaptable novel. For both writers the novel is a
means of thinking through, and their fascination with frames, boundaries
and edges – especially borders that can be overflowed or traversed in
different directions – tells us more about their politics and ethics than
their attitudes towards character might.
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Smith’s style negotiates a curious middle-way between parataxis and
hypotaxis, and alerts us to authorial presence in often quite obtrusive ways
(something else that James criticised Wells for).89 Her writing actively
mixes styles of thought and disparate perspectives in order to create new per-
sonal languages and bespoke discourses. And yet her novels always sound
like Ali Smith, animated by distinctive tics and rhythms and obsessions.
The ability of Smith’s style to be at once polyphonic and individualistic –
to have maximum alternation and cohesion – has political resonances too,
representing subtle kinds of resistance and adaptability within broader struc-
tures and systems; not least in how her style seems expressive of alternative
lives poised to irrupt into the mainstream. And out of her language – a
language that is alive to its own shadow meanings, so that it almost
becomes self-adjusting – a sense of authenticity emerges; an authenticity pre-
dicated on mixture and intersubjectivity. As MarinaWarner elegantly puts it,
Smith’s characters ‘pluck language from the atmosphere of their habitat and
circumstances and it becomes transmuted into their personal linguistic,
emotional, psychological inscape, the hum of their innermost thoughts’.90
This gives her characters their distinctive humanity and her style its distinc-
tive quiddity too.
Throughout the second half of this essay I have been implying that Smith’s
writing collapses the very binaries that come out of the James-Wells debate:
high vs. low, showing vs. telling, realism vs. romance, character vs. storytell-
ing, psychology vs. ideas, even the beautiful vs. the sublime.91 Such thinking
is characteristic of the metamodern and its commitment to ‘oscillation’ – or,
as I have been finessing it, adjustment – as a way of navigating the middle-
way between extremes and of pursuing one of metamodernism’s chief
concerns: interconnectivity. If the value and pleasure of the sublime lies in
the very attempt to frame it, then this becomes a social act for Smith and
for metamodernism more generally. Smith’s novels represent a middle-
way between the Wellsian novel (the novel as structural adjustment) and
Jamesian novel (the novel of unity and individual consciousness). And
contra a stereotypically postmodern sublime, this is geared towards grasping,
if only fleetingly, some kind of authentic presence through various connec-
tions (private/public, self/other, etc.). If style can only ever be a compensa-
tory absolute – provisional, subjective, contingent – it is authentic in its
own expressiveness and sociality. As Smith says in her Edinburgh lecture,
‘style proves not just individual human existence, but communal existence.’92
A similar reaching out – a reaching that aspires to be cognisant of its own
political and material contingencies – is evident in the work of a generation
of twenty-first-century writers (including Smith, Nicola Barker, David
Mitchell and Zadie Smith, to name a few) who through their distinct adjust-
ment-styles are artfully charting the middle-ground between the positions
taken by Wells and James over a hundred years ago. These are novelists
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who are deeply preoccupied with the variety of windows in the house of
fiction but also with the splintering frames around them.
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